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is fixed, the " agawid " settle the " adal el beit" which is
the money and property paid to the girl's mother for her
trousseau and her marriage expenses. The latter consist
mainly of animals to be slaughtered, clothes for her female
relations, scent, oil and grease. As in the case of the
" mahr," there is a compromise between the girl's mother
and women folk and the suitor's " agawid.'9 A special
bridal house called " hegil " is built by the bride's people.
At first this is simply a small shelter, but after the marriage
ceremonies are over, it is enlarged and filled with the
bride's household equipment.
The day before the marriage the bridegroom gives
presents all round to the bride's relations, slaughters
animals and makes a feast. If he is a bachelor his finger
nails are stained with henna, and he proceeds to the
bride's house and puts some henna on her outstretched
hand. On the marriage day the bridegroom (on his first
marriage) puts on a " tob," a " sirwal " and a " darira "
(marriage cap). On his right wrist is slipped a silver
bracelet with a red silk cord and a green bead. Round
his neck is also a red cord, a bead with gold at the ends,
on his right middle finger is a silver ring with a coloured
stone. This whole jewellery outfit is called " gertig"
The bride has a silver bangle on her right wrist with a
red cord and a bead, and wears a single bangle on her
left wrist and two silver anklets. In addition she adorns
herself with what is known as " hi flat el arus" which
consists of various gold and silver ornaments round her
neck and her thighs.
The bride is left in her house while the parties appear
before the " fiki," who performs the ceremony. The bride
is represented by a proxy generally her father or uncle.
The " fatiha" is pronounced as a kind of benediction.
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